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Studio 1 

 

Studio 1 is a compact television studio located in the iconic BBC Broadcasting House 

building in the centre of Belfast 

 For bookings and advice call: +44 (0) 2890338710 or e-mail: clientex-ni@bbc.co.uk 

At 200m² Studio 1 is ideal for magazine style programmes, events of up to 100 people, intimate interview 
sets, radio recordings or transmissions and single camera shoots. It can also be used for media training 
exercises or premier events.   

 

The television production control for Studio 1 is provided by either a compact on site gallery or by BBC 

NIHD1, a high specification multi-format HD production truck. 

 Technology Operations, BBC Northern Ireland, Ormeau Avenue, Belfast , BT2 8HQ  Northern Ireland 

To book & for further advice please call +44 (0)2890338710 or email: clientex-ni@bbc.co.uk 

 

 

Production Control 
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Facility Details 

 BBC NI’s highly experienced Technical team will help create a 

bespoke solution for your production to meet any creative 

requirement and solve any technical issue.   

 Technical support facilities such as post production, data storage, 

file format conversion, archiving and Global connectivity 

Cameras 

Gallery Specification 

Sound Gallery  

Lighting 

 Sony HDC 1500 Multi format HD Cameras as required(fibre interface)   

 State-of-the-art camera pedestals and pan & tilt heads.   

 Scanner Elite camera crane (up to 12 m in length)  

 Selection of EFP and Box Lenses as required 

 Talent under Camera prompter/autocue monitors  

 BBC NI’s highly experienced Technical team will help create a bespoke 

solution for your production to meet any creative requirement and 

solve any technical issue.   

 Spacious production gallery with seating for 8 

 Sony MVS-8000 vision mixer 48 channels with 4 ME banks build in 

DVE 

 Configurable monitor stack  

 VizRT graphics station 

 Full Stereo Audio Monitoring 

 Riedel Talkback system 

 Omega  motorised Fader digital audio console 

 48 stereo and 64 mono channels and up to 24 surround channels 

 32 AES and 96 analogue inputs/output’s. 

 Multi-purpose Lighting grid  


